


 

 
 

 

Alumni Meet of Bbitians Working i

 
On 10th July, 2021, an alumni meet was organized in the library reading hall of BBIT 
premises, in which Principal Dr K M Makwana, 
secretary DrArtiPamnani and all the senior members of Mechanical Department remained 
present. Total 51 participants from Elecon were there, and they are from various 
departments like R and D, Tool Design, Purchas
Mr.GopalbhaiPawar( R and D Department), and MrNileshChauhan(R and D Department) 
who are the past students of BBIT, 
they were also present in this program. 
In the introductory function, Dr Y 
campus of the institute, and shared the experiences of the student life at BBIT

 
 

Alumni Program: 
 
On 18th August, 2021, a program for teaching and non teaching staff members who are 
currently working with BBIT was organized in the library reading hall of the institute’s 
administrative building in which 35 participants were present. Dr. K M Makwana, the 
principal motivated all to join the Alumni Association, and discussed about the vis
mission of this association. The join
Departments remained present and they shared their reviews and experiences. The 
program ended with thanks to all for their presence and participation
 

“SambandhSetu”- A Friendly Meet for BBITians Enjoying Retirement
 
An exclusive program,’ SambandhSetu
was organized on 26th August, 2021, at 5.30 in the evening in the central lawn of BBIT 
premises. All the senior staff members of BBIT, along with their families, ha
event; and in addition to this, forty
including Principal, Heads of various departments, lecturers, clerks, and peons
teaching and non-teaching departments; all with their families, in total 90 people, 
attended the meet. 
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Alumni Meet of Bbitians Working in Elecon: 
 

On 10th July, 2021, an alumni meet was organized in the library reading hall of BBIT 
Principal Dr K M Makwana,  heads of all the departments, alumni joint 
nani and all the senior members of Mechanical Department remained 

present. Total 51 participants from Elecon were there, and they are from various 
departments like R and D, Tool Design, Purchase, Maintanence, Workshop etc. 

GopalbhaiPawar( R and D Department), and MrNileshChauhan(R and D Department) 
who are the past students of BBIT, were the coordinators of BBIT Alumni Association, and 
they were also present in this program.  

tory function, Dr Y R Joshi sang a song and then all visited the whole 
campus of the institute, and shared the experiences of the student life at BBIT

On 18th August, 2021, a program for teaching and non teaching staff members who are 
currently working with BBIT was organized in the library reading hall of the institute’s 
administrative building in which 35 participants were present. Dr. K M Makwana, the 
principal motivated all to join the Alumni Association, and discussed about the vis
mission of this association. The joint secretary, DrArtiPamnani and the Heads of all the 
Departments remained present and they shared their reviews and experiences. The 

thanks to all for their presence and participation. 

A Friendly Meet for BBITians Enjoying Retirement

An exclusive program,’ SambandhSetu- A Friendly Meet for BBITians Enjoying Retirement’ 
was organized on 26th August, 2021, at 5.30 in the evening in the central lawn of BBIT 

senior staff members of BBIT, along with their families, ha
event; and in addition to this, forty-two staff members who earlier got retired from the job, 
including Principal, Heads of various departments, lecturers, clerks, and peons

teaching departments; all with their families, in total 90 people, 
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GopalbhaiPawar( R and D Department), and MrNileshChauhan(R and D Department) 

the coordinators of BBIT Alumni Association, and 

ll visited the whole 
campus of the institute, and shared the experiences of the student life at BBIT 

On 18th August, 2021, a program for teaching and non teaching staff members who are 
currently working with BBIT was organized in the library reading hall of the institute’s 
administrative building in which 35 participants were present. Dr. K M Makwana, the 
principal motivated all to join the Alumni Association, and discussed about the vision and 

secretary, DrArtiPamnani and the Heads of all the 
Departments remained present and they shared their reviews and experiences. The 

A Friendly Meet for BBITians Enjoying Retirement: 

A Friendly Meet for BBITians Enjoying Retirement’ 
was organized on 26th August, 2021, at 5.30 in the evening in the central lawn of BBIT 

senior staff members of BBIT, along with their families, had attended the 
two staff members who earlier got retired from the job, 

including Principal, Heads of various departments, lecturers, clerks, and peons- from 
teaching departments; all with their families, in total 90 people, 
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It was a nice get together, as all met one another, and remembered the
Tejalben Purohit, a teacher with Bavisgam School, sang a melodious song and entertained 
all. Moreover, Dr Y R Joshi and 
Dr. H R Patel, retired Principal, BBIT, congratulated and thanked the pre
M Makwana for arranging such a nice event, and he appealed that in future also, such 
programs should be conducted.
The program ended with dinner. 
present and making the program so enj

AWARD AND 
 

 
Award of excellence was received by
BBIT) on 15th August 202; f
Engineers” (India), HQ,Calcutta
glorious and proud moment for all the Bbitians!!!!!

It was a nice get together, as all met one another, and remembered the
Tejalben Purohit, a teacher with Bavisgam School, sang a melodious song and entertained 
all. Moreover, Dr Y R Joshi and Dr. R J Parmar also entertained all by their songs

rincipal, BBIT, congratulated and thanked the present principal, Dr K 
M Makwana for arranging such a nice event, and he appealed that in future also, such 

be conducted. 
The program ended with dinner. Principal Dr. K M Makwana thanked all for remaining 
present and making the program so enjoyable and successful. 

WARD AND ACHIEVEMENT: 

was received by Dr.R. D. Patel (HOD of Mechanical 
on 15th August 202; for which the nominations were invited by “Institution of 

Calcutta; and it added a feather in the cap.It was 
moment for all the Bbitians!!!!! 

 

 

It was a nice get together, as all met one another, and remembered their old days. 
Tejalben Purohit, a teacher with Bavisgam School, sang a melodious song and entertained 

by their songs. 
sent principal, Dr K 

M Makwana for arranging such a nice event, and he appealed that in future also, such 

K M Makwana thanked all for remaining 

 

 

(HOD of Mechanical Eng.Department 
or which the nominations were invited by “Institution of 

It was definitely a 
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Have you ever tried “to achieve
This is where skill development comes in. 
development. Why it is an important part of goal achievement
What is Skill Development???
Skill development is the process of
(1)Identifying your skill gaps, and 
(2) Developing and acquiring these skills. It is 
your ability to execute plans with success.
         Imagine a carpenter trying to furnish a house. He has the raw materials but lacks 
good wood working tools. He has, however, a flimsy hammer and a small screwdriver
Without the right tools like a hand saw, he can't convert these raw materials into 
things to furnish a house. It's the same with goal achievement. In goal achievement, 
your skills are your tools. The house is your goal. Just as you need the right 
build a house, you need the right skills 
Without the right skills, you will only frustrate 
dealing with rudimentary issues caused by the lack of knowledge or lack of skills as 
opposed to progress in your goal.
As difficulty and struggle are 
yourself struggling more than necessary. Erode still, this struggle is 
and does not help you move forward. 
There are 2 big reasons: 
Firstly, people are often impressed by what others have accomplished without 
what they have gone through to get there. We see their accolades and victories, and 
make gross assumption about what is takes to succeed. Then we feel disappointed when 
we attempt the goal, only to find out that i
Hard and Soft Skills 
Hard skills:- Skills relating to any specific task; they are usually easily quantifiable. 
They tend to be knowledge-based, such as proficiency in a subject, certification, and 
technical skills, fluency in Spanish, graphic, design, and 
skills. 
Soft skills:- skills related to personality and tend to be transferable, such as 
communication, leadership, time management, stress management, decision making, 
adaptability, ability to deal with adversity, and networking.
After all, writing a successful book isn't only about having good writing skills:
You need to pitch to publishers/ co
You need to market yourself
You need insightfulness that helps you understand wh
stories that resonate with people.
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chieve a goal, but achieved mediocre Results?”
This is where skill development comes in. Here I share my ideas about skill 

hy it is an important part of goal achievement?; and how to do it.
Development??? 

Skill development is the process of 
fying your skill gaps, and  

eveloping and acquiring these skills. It is important because your skills determine 
your ability to execute plans with success. 

Imagine a carpenter trying to furnish a house. He has the raw materials but lacks 
good wood working tools. He has, however, a flimsy hammer and a small screwdriver
Without the right tools like a hand saw, he can't convert these raw materials into 
things to furnish a house. It's the same with goal achievement. In goal achievement, 
your skills are your tools. The house is your goal. Just as you need the right 

ouse, you need the right skills to achieve your goals. 
Without the right skills, you will only frustrate yourself, waste your time, by spending it 
dealing with rudimentary issues caused by the lack of knowledge or lack of skills as 

d to progress in your goal. 
As difficulty and struggle are part of any goals pursuit, without the right skills, you find 
yourself struggling more than necessary. Erode still, this struggle is non

elp you move forward. Yet,why is skills development neglected?

Firstly, people are often impressed by what others have accomplished without 
what they have gone through to get there. We see their accolades and victories, and 

on about what is takes to succeed. Then we feel disappointed when 
we attempt the goal, only to find out that it's not as easy as it seems. 

Skills relating to any specific task; they are usually easily quantifiable. 
based, such as proficiency in a subject, certification, and 

technical skills, fluency in Spanish, graphic, design, and programming

skills related to personality and tend to be transferable, such as 
munication, leadership, time management, stress management, decision making, 

adaptability, ability to deal with adversity, and networking. 
After all, writing a successful book isn't only about having good writing skills:
You need to pitch to publishers/ collaborators. 

yourself to people. 
You need insightfulness that helps you understand what people want and how to write 
stories that resonate with people. 

 
 
VivekAgrawal 
Mechanical Department, Semester first
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mediocre Results?”               
ideas about skill 

; and how to do it. 

important because your skills determine 

Imagine a carpenter trying to furnish a house. He has the raw materials but lacks 
good wood working tools. He has, however, a flimsy hammer and a small screwdriver. 
Without the right tools like a hand saw, he can't convert these raw materials into useful 
things to furnish a house. It's the same with goal achievement. In goal achievement, 
your skills are your tools. The house is your goal. Just as you need the right tools to 

, waste your time, by spending it 
dealing with rudimentary issues caused by the lack of knowledge or lack of skills as 

of any goals pursuit, without the right skills, you find 
non-constructive 
neglected? 

Firstly, people are often impressed by what others have accomplished without realizing 
what they have gone through to get there. We see their accolades and victories, and 

on about what is takes to succeed. Then we feel disappointed when 

Skills relating to any specific task; they are usually easily quantifiable. 
based, such as proficiency in a subject, certification, and 

programming are all hard 

skills related to personality and tend to be transferable, such as 
munication, leadership, time management, stress management, decision making, 

After all, writing a successful book isn't only about having good writing skills: 

at people want and how to write 

Department, Semester first 
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Skill development is the process of identification of the skill gaps in youth and 
then providing skill based training & employment benefits to them. The aim of 
skill development is to provide proper guidance, and proper training, to create 
opportunities for the development of 
scope. Education & skills are essential for every person and they both walk 
hand in hand in everyone's journey of career. They are the roots behind the 
economic growth and community development of a country. Therefor
central & state governments are continuously making efforts to provide skill 
development to our youth with their skilful partners around the country.

 

The benefits of Skill Development include increased business profits, 
improved performance, impro
communication, complies with rules & regulations, improved recruitment & 
career opportunities, and development of good customer relations.

Every year around 28 million youth gets added to India’s workforce. As per an 
assessment conducted by the National Sample Survey Office, India’s 
unemployment rate was at a forty
country was already reeling under economic slowdown when the COVID 
pandemic hit. The pandemic has completely di
landscape of the nation. As per Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), 
a staggering 121.5 million job losses were reported in the first month of the 
lockdown in April 2020. Although this loss has narrowed down to 100.3 million 
in May 2020 to 29.9 million in June 2020 and now to just 11 million in July 2020, 
it is still a harrowing situation.

There are millions of engineers graduating every year in India and when it 
comes to employability, only 20% of them are employable. India is 

03. • A KEY TO GROWTH OF INDIA

the process of identification of the skill gaps in youth and 
then providing skill based training & employment benefits to them. The aim of 
skill development is to provide proper guidance, and proper training, to create 
opportunities for the development of talent within a country and improve the 
scope. Education & skills are essential for every person and they both walk 
hand in hand in everyone's journey of career. They are the roots behind the 
economic growth and community development of a country. Therefor
central & state governments are continuously making efforts to provide skill 
development to our youth with their skilful partners around the country.

The benefits of Skill Development include increased business profits, 
improved performance, improved accuracy & quality, improved 
communication, complies with rules & regulations, improved recruitment & 
career opportunities, and development of good customer relations.

Every year around 28 million youth gets added to India’s workforce. As per an 
assessment conducted by the National Sample Survey Office, India’s 
unemployment rate was at a forty-five year high of 6.1% in the year 2018. The 
country was already reeling under economic slowdown when the COVID 
pandemic hit. The pandemic has completely disrupted the economic 
landscape of the nation. As per Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), 
a staggering 121.5 million job losses were reported in the first month of the 
lockdown in April 2020. Although this loss has narrowed down to 100.3 million 

May 2020 to 29.9 million in June 2020 and now to just 11 million in July 2020, 
it is still a harrowing situation. 

There are millions of engineers graduating every year in India and when it 
comes to employability, only 20% of them are employable. India is 
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the process of identification of the skill gaps in youth and 
then providing skill based training & employment benefits to them. The aim of 
skill development is to provide proper guidance, and proper training, to create 

talent within a country and improve the 
scope. Education & skills are essential for every person and they both walk 
hand in hand in everyone's journey of career. They are the roots behind the 
economic growth and community development of a country. Therefore, both 
central & state governments are continuously making efforts to provide skill 
development to our youth with their skilful partners around the country. 

The benefits of Skill Development include increased business profits, 
ved accuracy & quality, improved 

communication, complies with rules & regulations, improved recruitment & 
career opportunities, and development of good customer relations. 

Every year around 28 million youth gets added to India’s workforce. As per an 
assessment conducted by the National Sample Survey Office, India’s 

five year high of 6.1% in the year 2018. The 
country was already reeling under economic slowdown when the COVID 

srupted the economic 
landscape of the nation. As per Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), 
a staggering 121.5 million job losses were reported in the first month of the 
lockdown in April 2020. Although this loss has narrowed down to 100.3 million 

May 2020 to 29.9 million in June 2020 and now to just 11 million in July 2020, 

There are millions of engineers graduating every year in India and when it 
comes to employability, only 20% of them are employable. India is more 
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focused to train and skill in the workforce. According to a survey, only 25% of 
the Indian workforce has undergone a skill development program and India 
requires a greater number of skilled workforce

 

Despite increasing literacy these days, most of
jobs. According to the WTO, World Trade Organization, the GDP level can 
increase up to 3%-5% in 2035, if India focuses on skill development and 
training. 

focused to train and skill in the workforce. According to a survey, only 25% of 
the Indian workforce has undergone a skill development program and India 

ter number of skilled workforce. 

Despite increasing literacy these days, most of the people are struggling for 
jobs. According to the WTO, World Trade Organization, the GDP level can 

5% in 2035, if India focuses on skill development and 

 

As a my opinion, many methods to improve your 
skills like get perfect training, everyday practice in 
your skill base work, Watch your skill related 
videos on online platforms like YouTube, learn 
from the experts, ask others to help you evaluate 
your skills, avoid comparing your growth with 
others, put your heart into whatever your do, give 
more time and focus on your skill based work etc. I 
personally follow this methods when I work with 
programming which is my best skill based 
work.When I write a logic code, I put my 100% 
focus to understand the concepts and 
fundamentals. 

  

focused to train and skill in the workforce. According to a survey, only 25% of 
the Indian workforce has undergone a skill development program and India 

 

the people are struggling for 
jobs. According to the WTO, World Trade Organization, the GDP level can 

5% in 2035, if India focuses on skill development and 

As a my opinion, many methods to improve your 
training, everyday practice in 

your skill base work, Watch your skill related 
videos on online platforms like YouTube, learn 
from the experts, ask others to help you evaluate 
your skills, avoid comparing your growth with 

er your do, give 
more time and focus on your skill based work etc. I 
personally follow this methods when I work with 
programming which is my best skill based 
work.When I write a logic code, I put my 100% 
focus to understand the concepts and 
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Skill development is a powerful 
tool to empower the people and 
improves their social 
acceptance. It is complemented 
by a good economic growth and 
enhances employability. India is 
towards the verge of being a 
developed country with needs a 
greater number of skilled and 
knowledgeable people. 

 

India is among the youngest nations in the world with more than 65% f the 
working-age people and more than 54% of the people with a young workforce 
(below the age of 28). There is a great need for India to train and skill the 
young youth for the better development of thesociety.   

 

Thank You! 

By Datt Panchal  
Semester-3, Electronics & Communication Department (GIA) 

 
What is Skills Development? 

 Skills development is the process of (1) Identifying your skill gaps, and (2) 
Developing and honing these skills. It is important because your skills 
determine your ability to execute your plans with success. 

The Indian government’s ‘Make in India’ campaign and the accelerated growth 
in the economy has highlighted the demand for skilled manpower in the 
country. The objective of this article to understanding the current state of 
vocational education and training and review the vocational training models of 
the emerging economies. The country will have the lowest median age much 
below that of China Organization  Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) Countries. It means that India can be the largest provider of workforce 
to the world. But still, India has difficulty to fill up jobs due to a shortage of 
applicants with the right skills and knowledge.It also brings out the difficulty 
the country faces with matching the jobs to the skills available. Hence, it is the 
need to understand, challenges and scope of the skill development programs. 

 

NiraliRaval 
Computer engineering department 
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આપણે આપણા બાળકોથી ચી ચી આશાઓ રાખીએ છ એ પણ ચોકલટે ખાઈ ખાઈ ને 

એમના દાંત અને પેટ ખરાબ થઈ ર ા છે

શ ત બગડ  થઈ રહ  છે. આ ગુ મા ં બાળકો પાસેથી ુ  દશી ગાય ુ ં

છ નવાય ગ ુ,ં ુ  હવા નથી

જતા ર ા તેમજ વધારામાં ટ વી અને મોબાઈલ ારા ખરાબ ફ મો જોઈને તથા વેલે ટાઈન ડ 

ઉજવીને એમ ુ ંઓજ તેજ ન ટ થઈ ર ુ ંછે

હવે એ બચારા કર તો ુ ંકર?

બાળકો યે આપણે ઉદાર બન ુ ંપડશે

 ગુમા ં બાળકો નો ટલો િવનાશ થઈ ર ો છે અને િવદશી ર ત રવાજ અને િવદશી 

ધળા અ કુરણ થી એમ ુ ં ુ ંપતન થઈ ર ુ ંછે

િવદશી ટૂનીિત તગત ભારતની આ યા મક યો યતા ન ટ કરવા માટ 

વેલે ટાઈન ડ નામના િવ ૃત  

દવસનો આ દશમા ં ચાર સાર કરવામા ંઆ યો

૧૪ ફ આુર  ના રોજ લ લઈને આમ તેમ ભટ ા કર

આવા િવ ૃત દવસથી બચાવીને આપણા ઋિષ િુનઓએ માતા િપતા યે આદરભાવ ય ત 

કરવા માટ તથા બાળકો મા ંઉ ચ સં કાર ના િસચન માટ મા  ૃદવો ભવ

ની પરંપરા ને ફર  ત કર ને

પહલ કરલ છે.માતા િપતા ુ ંદરક ના 

યાર જ થાય છે ક યાર માતા િપતા આપણી સાથે ના હોય

નાનપણથી જ બધી જ જ રયાત રૂ  કરતા એ આપણા માતા િપતા

બેગ લઈ આપતા આપણા માતા િપતા

માતા િપતા, પૈસા ઉધાર લઈને પણ આપણી ફ  ભરતા એ આપણા માતા િપતા

પ ર થિત મા ંઆપણા એક મા  સહાયક એ આપણા ંમાતા િપતા

04.
• 14 ફ આુર  

આપણે આપણા બાળકોથી ચી ચી આશાઓ રાખીએ છ એ પણ ચોકલટે ખાઈ ખાઈ ને 

એમના દાંત અને પેટ ખરાબ થઈ ર ા છે. ેડ, બ ક ટ અને ફા ટ ડ ખાઈ ને એમની પાચન 

આ ગુ મા ં બાળકો પાસેથી ુ  દશી ગાય ુ ં

ુ  હવા નથી, ખાવામા ંબળ દ તેમજ ુ દ ચીજો નથી

જતા ર ા તેમજ વધારામાં ટ વી અને મોબાઈલ ારા ખરાબ ફ મો જોઈને તથા વેલે ટાઈન ડ 

ઉજવીને એમ ુ ંઓજ તેજ ન ટ થઈ ર ુ ંછે. 

? 

યે આપણે ઉદાર બન ુ ંપડશ,ે એમના દોષો બતાવી તેમને ટોકવા ંના નથી

 ગુમા ં બાળકો નો ટલો િવનાશ થઈ ર ો છે અને િવદશી ર ત રવાજ અને િવદશી 

અ કુરણ થી એમ ુ ં ુ ંપતન થઈ ર ુ ંછે, એ ુ ં  ગુ પેહલા ારય નથી થ ું

રતની આ યા મક યો યતા ન ટ કરવા માટ 

 

દશમા ં ચાર સાર કરવામા ંઆ યો. ા માતા િપતા ઈ છે ક પોતાના બાળકો 

ફ આુર  ના રોજ લ લઈને આમ તેમ ભટ ા કર. આપણને વાસનાઓમા ંપિતત કરનારા 

બચાવીને આપણા ઋિષ િુનઓએ માતા િપતા યે આદરભાવ ય ત 

કરવા માટ તથા બાળકો મા ંઉ ચ સં કાર ના િસચન માટ મા  ૃદવો ભવ: અને િપ  ૃદવો ભવ

ની પરંપરા ને ફર  ત કર ને, ૧૪ ફ આુર  ને મા  ૃિપ  ૃ જૂન દવસ તર ક મનાવવાની 

માતા િપતા ુ ંદરક ના વન મા ંકટ ુ ંમહ વ હોય છે એ વાત ની સમજ તો 

યાર જ થાય છે ક યાર માતા િપતા આપણી સાથે ના હોય. 

નાનપણથી જ બધી જ જ રયાત રૂ  કરતા એ આપણા માતા િપતા, સારા સારા કપડાં

બેગ લઈ આપતા આપણા માતા િપતા, પોતે ૂ યા રહ  આપણને ખવડાવતા એ આપણા ં

ઉધાર લઈને પણ આપણી ફ  ભરતા એ આપણા માતા િપતા

પ ર થિત મા ંઆપણા એક મા  સહાયક એ આપણા ંમાતા િપતા. 

ફ આુર  : મા  ૃિપ  ૃ જૂન દવસ

 

 

આપણે આપણા બાળકોથી ચી ચી આશાઓ રાખીએ છ એ પણ ચોકલટે ખાઈ ખાઈ ને 

બ ક ટ અને ફા ટ ડ ખાઈ ને એમની પાચન 

આ ગુ મા ં બાળકો પાસેથી ુ  દશી ગાય ુ ં ઘી, ૂધ, માખણ 

ખાવામા ંબળ દ તેમજ ુ દ ચીજો નથી, સા વક સં કારો 

જતા ર ા તેમજ વધારામાં ટ વી અને મોબાઈલ ારા ખરાબ ફ મો જોઈને તથા વેલે ટાઈન ડ 

એમના દોષો બતાવી તેમને ટોકવા ંના નથી. કારણક 

 ગુમા ં બાળકો નો ટલો િવનાશ થઈ ર ો છે અને િવદશી ર ત રવાજ અને િવદશી 

એ ુ ં  ગુ પેહલા ારય નથી થ ુ.ં 

રતની આ યા મક યો યતા ન ટ કરવા માટ ૧૪  ફ આુર એ 

માતા િપતા ઈ છે ક પોતાના બાળકો 

આપણને વાસનાઓમા ંપિતત કરનારા 

બચાવીને આપણા ઋિષ િુનઓએ માતા િપતા યે આદરભાવ ય ત 

અને િપ  ૃદવો ભવ: 

ફ આુર  ને મા  ૃિપ  ૃ જૂન દવસ તર ક મનાવવાની 

વન મા ંકટ ુ ંમહ વ હોય છે એ વાત ની સમજ તો 

સારા સારા કપડા,ં ટૂ, 

પોતે ૂ યા રહ  આપણને ખવડાવતા એ આપણા ં

ઉધાર લઈને પણ આપણી ફ  ભરતા એ આપણા માતા િપતા, વનની દરક 
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તો ખરખર  દવસ આપણે એમની સાથ ેમનાવીએ 

ક  આપણને સાચો ેમ કર છે. ભગવાન ગણપિતએ 

પણ પોતાના માતા િપતા ુ ં જૂન ક  ુ હ ુ ં અને 

ભગવાન પાસેથી સવ ભુ કાય  મા ં સવ થમ 

જૂનીય બનવાનો આશીવાદ મેળ યા હતો, તો આપને 

પણ આ દવસે પોતાના માતા િપતા ને એક ચા 

આસન પર બેસાડ એ, િતલક લગાવીએ, અ ત 

ચઢાવીએ અને લ તેમજ લમાળા અપણ કર એ, 

તેમની સાત દ ણા કર એ, શા ો ત ણામ કર ને 

આરતી પણ કમ ના કર  લઈએ, અને બદલા મા ં

પોતાના માતા િપતા પાસેથી ભુ આશીવાદ મેળવીએ, 

એમના ખોળામા ં મા ુ ં કૂ ને એમનો મ રુ પશ નો 

સહારો મેળવીએ તથા એમને ભેટ ને વનનો બધો 

થાક ઉતાર  દઈએ. તો ચાલો આપણે પણ  પિવ  

ઉ સવ નો ભાગ બનીએ અને ૧૪ ફ આુર  એ 

મનાવીએ મા િૃપ  ૃ જૂન દવસ. 

 

ો. વસતં ડાભી 

ઇલે કલ એ જિનય રગ ડપાટમે ટ 

બી. બી. આઈ. ટ . 
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By  
PriyaBhaskarbhaiDolia  
Semester:1st, Computer Engineering

 
By  
Mohammad Sameed 
Electrical Engi. Semester

05. • DRAWING SKILL

Computer Engineering 

 By 
 SaumyaSarvaiya 
ester: 1stComputer Engi. Department, Semester: 

 

DRAWING SKILL
 

 

epartment, Semester: 1st 
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By 
Saumya Sarvaiya 

Computer Department, Semester: 
first  

 
 

 

ता फ़ 

िजनक  खबर लोगो को हर दसूरे घरम ह,ैिजनक  खबर लोगो को हर दसूरे घरम ह,ै 

िजनक  खबर लोगो को हर दसूरे घरम ह,ैउनका पता खदु मरेे अपन ेघरम नह  | 
िजनक  खबर लोगो को हर दसूरे घरम ह,ै _ अ फ़ाज़ 

ता लकुात 

तरेे जान ेके बाद तरेे खत  क  खु य ुस ेमलुाक़ात करत ेह,ै 

अब तो बबेसी यू ंह ैक  तरेे ज़दा होन ेपर भी तरेे मरन ेस ेता लकुात करत ेह ै| _ अ फ़ाज़ 

क़तार 

अब हमस ेकोई इ क़ करता ही नह , 

या तु हारे जान ेके बाद बी; द ली वाल  क  क़तार म ैआ गए? _ अ फ़ाज़ 

 

य ील पटेल  
को यटूर इंजी य रग, 

बी॰ बी॰ आई॰ टी॰  
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The day when you start feeling depressed,

When everything within you are really tense,

When the life has snatched everything from you,

Then you should challenge the inner you.

When you are left alone in the crowd,

And, there’s no one with you;

Just close your eyes and think a while,

With a new day and hope in eyes,

Take all the challenges in your life,

And thi

And win the challenges from the inner you.

Ayushi Jha 
Information Technology-IT Department
 

I smile because I see you smiling!
I smile because I have funny likings!

I smile even though you are miles & Miles away,
I smile because I miss you; and every time I miss you, I remembering

Your smile is so fragile; I that have to compile In a folder and save it in my PC, 

Not just your smile, I like your style & profile; your hairstyle, 
European chamomile tea;I hope this makes you Smile.

Fun Fact- Romania is famous for its forested region of Transylvania. 

Smit 
Department: Computer Engineering (SFI) 2nd year.
Enrollment Number: 206040307016.

06. • POETRY

Challenge the Inner You 

The day when you start feeling depressed, 

When everything within you are really tense, 

When the life has snatched everything from you,

Then you should challenge the inner you. 

When you are left alone in the crowd, 

And, there’s no one with you; 

Just close your eyes and think a while, 

And challenge the inner you. 

With a new day and hope in eyes, 

Take all the challenges in your life, 

And think there’s nothing you can’t do; 

And win the challenges from the inner you. 

IT Department 

Smile 

I smile because I see you smiling! 
I smile because I have funny likings! 

I smile even though you are miles & Miles away,
smile because I miss you; and every time I miss you, I remembering

smile! 
Your smile is so fragile; I that have to compile In a folder and save it in my PC, 

with a backup file. 
Not just your smile, I like your style & profile; your hairstyle, 

European chamomile tea;I hope this makes you Smile.
 

Romania is famous for its forested region of Transylvania. 

 

Computer Engineering (SFI) 2nd year. 
206040307016.  

POETRY
 

 

When the life has snatched everything from you, 

I smile even though you are miles & Miles away, 
smile because I miss you; and every time I miss you, I remembering your 

Your smile is so fragile; I that have to compile In a folder and save it in my PC, 

Not just your smile, I like your style & profile; your hairstyle, lifestyle; And 
European chamomile tea;I hope this makes you Smile. 

Romania is famous for its forested region of Transylvania.  
-Zamorin 
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The black sheep 

 

There once was a flock 
Of cotton white stock 
Laughing and crying 

Caring and complaining  
Day and night 

Their voice would sound 
Only to be heard 

By the shepherd on round  
Then under the winter stars 

Another was born 
Skin so dark 

Had the night sky flush  
She was the black sheep 
Unwanted and unloved  

Yet with hope in her eyes 
She beard with it all  

The abuse and taunts 
Became like air 

That she had to breathe  
In order to live 

Many moons passed  
And it only got worse 

For now the one who bore her 
Was innocent yet at fault  

Little black sheep 
Cried away 

For many more moons 
Under the dark night sky  

Until one starry night 
She gathered up her might  

She took her bearer 
And vanished into the dark 

Only to leave behind 
The white sheep in fright 

Little black sheep took away 
What should have been 

A family 
But without fight 

 
Kirti Sharma 
Electronics and Communications Engineering Department  
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What is Positive Thinking?

attitude that focuses on the good and expects results that will benefit you. It’s 

about anticipating happiness, health and success instead of expecting the 

worst. Leveraging the law of attraction, this mindset 

feedback loop that brings even better into your life.

Positive thinking provides positiv

family and country. One always remains happy with his/her life style. He can 

handle much bigger problem

Many people in the world think about failure. These negative mindsets 

demotivate them to uplift in the life. So the Great thinkers always promote 

positive attitude and not the negative attitude, because thinking n

create a negative loop and this will not support in the life to achieve success. 

But it can become a strong reason of getting failure.

People having negative thinking can get stressed on small problem too, by 

which they can get affected due to

attitude has no benefits in life but positive attitude can change your life from 

failure to success.  

What are the qualities of people having positive or negative thinking?

want to tell a short story about it. T

thinking bought some mangoes from the same salesman. One person selected 

the worst mango first for eating from all mangoes and repeated it. So during 

the day all mangoes had become worst for him, while other person 

best mango first, and so on. 

mangoes. In the first case, the person having negative attitude finds all 

mangoes worst while second person with positive attitude find all the mangos 

best. So conclusion is that, always find the good qualities of pe

it without wasting time on finding faults. 

Krishna S. Patel 
Semester-1, EC Department (GIA)

07. • POSITIVE THINKING

What is Positive Thinking? Positive thinking is an emotional and mental 

attitude that focuses on the good and expects results that will benefit you. It’s 

about anticipating happiness, health and success instead of expecting the 

worst. Leveraging the law of attraction, this mindset creates a positive 

feedback loop that brings even better into your life. 

Positive thinking provides positive energy to work hard and smart,

ne always remains happy with his/her life style. He can 

handle much bigger problem without any fear and overcomes from it.  

Many people in the world think about failure. These negative mindsets 

demotivate them to uplift in the life. So the Great thinkers always promote 

positive attitude and not the negative attitude, because thinking n

create a negative loop and this will not support in the life to achieve success. 

But it can become a strong reason of getting failure. 

People having negative thinking can get stressed on small problem too, by 

which they can get affected due to heart or brain problems. So negative 

attitude has no benefits in life but positive attitude can change your life from 

What are the qualities of people having positive or negative thinking?

want to tell a short story about it. Two persons, having positive and negative 

thinking bought some mangoes from the same salesman. One person selected 

the worst mango first for eating from all mangoes and repeated it. So during 

the day all mangoes had become worst for him, while other person 

best mango first, and so on. Therefore, during the whole day he could eat best 

mangoes. In the first case, the person having negative attitude finds all 

mangoes worst while second person with positive attitude find all the mangos 

best. So conclusion is that, always find the good qualities of pe

it without wasting time on finding faults.  

1, EC Department (GIA) 

POSITIVE THINKING
 

Positive thinking is an emotional and mental 

attitude that focuses on the good and expects results that will benefit you. It’s 

about anticipating happiness, health and success instead of expecting the 

creates a positive 

e energy to work hard and smart, for oneself, 

ne always remains happy with his/her life style. He can 

without any fear and overcomes from it.   

Many people in the world think about failure. These negative mindsets 

demotivate them to uplift in the life. So the Great thinkers always promote 

positive attitude and not the negative attitude, because thinking negative will 

create a negative loop and this will not support in the life to achieve success. 

People having negative thinking can get stressed on small problem too, by 

heart or brain problems. So negative 

attitude has no benefits in life but positive attitude can change your life from 

What are the qualities of people having positive or negative thinking? Here I 

wo persons, having positive and negative 

thinking bought some mangoes from the same salesman. One person selected 

the worst mango first for eating from all mangoes and repeated it. So during 

the day all mangoes had become worst for him, while other person selected a 

during the whole day he could eat best 

mangoes. In the first case, the person having negative attitude finds all 

mangoes worst while second person with positive attitude find all the mangos 

best. So conclusion is that, always find the good qualities of person and utilize 
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Electrical Engineering Department, First Semester
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MaradiyaBhargavBharatbhai 

Engineering Department, First Semester 
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An Invocation 

ॐ सह नाववत ु। 
सह नौ भनु ु  । 

सह वीय करवावह ै। 
तजेि व नावधीतम त ुमा िवि षावह ै। 

ॐ शाि तः शाि तः शाि तः ॥ 
 

Om SahaNau-Avatu | 
SahaNauBhunaktu | 

SahaViiryamKaravaavahai | 
TejasviNau-Adhiitam-AstuMaaVidvissaavahai | 

Om ShaantihShaantihShaantih || 
Meaning: 

OM!May He protect us both teacher and taught. 

May He cause us both to enjoy the Supreme. 

May we both exert together and pool our resources and resourcefulness 

to discover the true meaning of what we learn. 

May our studies be glorious, thorough and enlightening 

May there be no misunderstanding discord or dispute between us. 

OM  ! Peace be with us, on all the fronts of interaction. 

OM! SHANTI SHANTISHANTI 

Meaning:- HINDI 

ओम!ह ेपरमे र! 

हम छा  और िश क दोन  क  एक साथ र ा कर, 

हम छा  और िश क दोन  का एक साथ-साथ पोषण कर, 

हम दोन  साथ िमलकर महान ऊजा और शि  के साथ काय कर एव ंिव ा ाि  का साम य ा  कर, 

हमारी बिु  तजे हो, 
हम एक दसूरे स ेई या न कर। 

ॐ शािंत  शािंत शािंत।। 
 

COMPILED BY 

Prof. Vinitkumar K.Modi 

Lecturer Mechanical Engineering Department 
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